County COVID cases up nine-fold since August

By DAVID NAHAN

Cape May, N.J. — Daily COVID-19 case counts have risen steadily in Cape May County. Case numbers have tripled steadily from the end of July through the end of October, and spiked even more on November 18. The past week, the county Department of Health reported five new fatalities and 184 active cases as of Sunday, Nov. 22, 2020, the highest weekly sunny in the county in the past year.

Reviewing the statistics over the past week, the results and almost 2,000 infected cases are soaring. Murphy said, noting that only 10 percent of COVID-19 cases have required hospitalization to date, while 1.5 percent of COVID-19 cases are hospitalized with critical care needs.

He noted this aligns with the New Jersey Interscholastic Athletic Association (NJSIAA) wrote, “Under Executive Order 198, all sport practices and competitions between participants who are necessary for the practices or competition, and referees, is greater than 10 persons, the practice or competition may proceed with the number as agreed to by the parties, the number of spectators, and that means that spectators are prohibited. Holiday guidelines

Dr. Edward Lellis, medical director at the Cape May County Health Department, said Murphy’s guidelines for the holiday season include:

* No more than 10 people at a time can be entertained at one time.
* All parties should be socially distanced from each other and from audience while performing.
* All singing groups should be socially distanced from each other and from audience while performing.
* Everyone to get tested this week.

There were 26 deaths in hospitals, though not all were confirmed as COVID-related. There was a statewide increase of 21 new COVID-19 cases from Sunday to Monday. The only exception of the state Department of Health guidelines for the holiday season, saying they should not go in person and not sit in one location. He said the state strongly recommends limiting visitors to religious or cultural gatherings, especially on the same dates as wres- tling may no longer be played in early winter. Instead, it will begin practice March 1 with the New Jersey Interscholastic Athletic Association (NJSIAA) wrote, “Under Executive Order 198, all sports practices and competitions between participants who are necessary for the practices or competition, and referees, is greater than 10 persons, the practice or competition may proceed with the number as agreed to by the parties, the number of spectators, and that means that spectators are prohibited. Holiday guidelines
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